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an answer to question D in yao shensashens it is important to remember that the child
article what are your answers ESL understands adult speech as shown by his
teachers see TESL reporter vol 3 ability to carry out orders etc before he
no 3 spring 1970 nancy arapoff can speak it and that adults understand the
cramer assistant professor department of childs non english utterances such as
english as a second language university of allgoneallboneallgone shoe this indicates that there is a
hawaii is the author of writing through lot more to language than surface structure
understanding that both child and adult can see far

below the surface of a particular language
one of the questions D in yao shensashens the same general cognitive structure

article reads as follows if as some of the indicates that there does indeed exist a set of
recent psycholinguistspsycholinguists claim a child does linguistic universals which is a part of our
not learn language by imitation how does he genetic heritage
learn it according to them five more hiin any case space here does not permit a

specific questions on this subject follow thorough discussion of a very complex
I1 would like to refer the readers and subject my intent has been to arouse your

question askers to a very fine article by interest to the point of looking up
jakobovits article for he really tells it likeofleon jakobovits entitled implications it is clearly and mostsimply importantlyrecent psycholinguistic developments for he doesnt leave the language teacher inthe teachingteachindeachin9 of a second language which despair but rather makescan be found in the june 1968 issue of some very helpful
suggestions about second languagelanguage learning or in mark ustersLesters teaching

recent anthology readingsreadingsinReadingsinin applied
transformational grammar I1 recommend
this article because it answers clearly and
precisely all of these questions and also TESLTESI REPORTERmakes some suggestions based on he most
recent findings about language acquisition A aquarterlyquarterly publication of the eng-

lish language institute and the BA-

TESL
BA-

WSLas to how best to go about teaching program of the church college
language of hawaiihawali

jakobovits sees the ability to acquire editor mrs alice pack assis-
tantlanguage as being both hereditary and professor of english and

maturational the child is born with a TESL
builtinbuilt in knowledge of linguistic universals staff david C butler instruc-

torwhich makes the taskoftarkoftask of learning a given set of TESL
of incredibly complex and abstract rules

i technical staff marie paongo
one he can accomplish with keennseennseemingng ease
and very little help at a very young age articles relevant to teaching
naturally he cannot do this if he is not english agas a second language in
exposed to language during the crucial hawaii the south pacific and asia

be submitted to the editormaywayaylanguage learning between 2 and 5years through box 150 the church collegehe must hear adults speak and attempt to of hawaii laie hawaii 96762 ma-
nuscriptsspeak to them in order to be able to should be double spaced

formulate in hisbis mind the rules of his and typed not exceeding three
language but he does not imitate adult pages
speech his speech merely becomes more
adult like as he continues to learn

evermoreever more specific rules for that language




